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Abstract15

1. The rapid growth of species distribution modelling (SDM) as an ecological discipline has resulted in a16

large and diverse set of methods and software for constructing and evaluating SDMs. The disjointed17

nature of the current SDM research environment hinders evaluation of new methods, synthesis of current18

knowledge, and the dissemination of new methods to SDM users.19

2. The zoon R package aims to overcome these problems by providing a modular framework for constructing20

reproducible SDM workflows. zoon modules are interoperable snippets of R code, each carrying out an21

SDM method, that zoon combines into a single analysis object.22

3. Rather than defining these modules, zoon instead draws modules from an open, version-controlled online23

repository. zoon makes it easy for SDM researchers to contribute modules to this repository, enabling24

others to rapidly deploy new methods in their own workflows, or to compare alternative methods.25
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4. Each workflow object created by zoon is a re-runnable record of the data, code and results of an entire26

SDM analysis. This can then be easily shared, scrutinized, reproduced and extended by the whole SDM27

research community.28

5. We explain how zoon works and demonstrate how it can be used to construct a completely reproducible29

SDM analyses, create and share a new module, and perform a methodological comparison study.30

Introduction31

Species distribution modelling (SDM) has grown rapidly over the last 20 years. It is now one of “the most32

widely-reviewed topics in the ecological literature” (Araújo & Peterson 2012) and the growth of this literature33

is still accelerating (Barbosa & Schneck 2015). The SDM software market is similarly large and diverse34

(Ahmed et al. 2015). Whilst most SDM users rely either on the MaxEnt standalone application (Phillips35

et al. 2006) or the R programming language (R Core Team 2016) as the first choice software for their36

analyses (Ahmed et al. 2015) a variety of SDM-specific R packages are available, each implementing different37

approaches to fitting SDMs (Thuiller et al. 2009; Hijmans et al. 2016; Naimi & Araújo 2016), as well as a38

range of alternative standalone applications.39

As a result, the SDM community can become siloed, with groups of researchers collaborating primarily40

with others who use the same software, even within specific R packages (Ahmed et al. 2015), presenting a41

barrier to disseminating new SDM findings and methods. This is compounded since almost all available42

SDM software is focussed on analytical tasks such as constructing models, rather than enabling scientists43

to produce analyses in a format that others can reproduce and modify. The inability of SDM researchers44

to reproduce, scrutinise, and build on others’ research prevents rigorous peer review, synthesis of research45

findings across studies, and reduces capacity for the science to be a self-correcting process (Boulton et al.46

2012).47

For example, a fundamental dispute over the ability of SDMs to detect environmental associations (Beale et48

al. 2008, 2009; Araújo et al. 2009) was left unresolved as only the original publication shared their analytical49

code (Beale et al. 2008). Similarly, in the past decade the SDM community has failed to carry out any large50

scale comparisons of SDM methods, still relying on the work of Elith et al. (2006) to select models and51

software (Joppa et al. 2014), despite the development of many new methods as well as improved evaluation52

procedures since the publication of that study (Roberts et al. 2016). The community’s inability to repeat53

this comprehensive analysis is due to both lack of access to comparable data and the difficulty in learning54
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and applying the many different pieces of software for model fitting.55

Given current software and patterns of collaboration, the SDM community is unlikely to repeat or modify56

analyses. Nor is it likely to produce the large model comparisons that would answer even basic questions57

about how best to do SDM. It may also have contributed to widespread misunderstandings about how58

to apply and interpret different modelling approaches (Yackulic et al. 2013). In order to overcome these59

problems, the data and code underpinning SDM research need to be made more accessible, reproducible and60

modifiable by the whole research community. This can be achieved if technologies enable and encourage61

sharing of research as fully reproducible objects (Peng 2011), in ways that suit the diversity of users involved62

in SDM (Ahmed et al. 2015).63

The zoon R package has been developed specifically to improve reproducibility and comparability of SDMs64

in R by allowing users to encode entire SDM analyses as repeatable and extensible workflows consisting of65

independently executable, community-contributed modules. The module-workflow structure enables scientists66

to more easily create and share components of their analysis; and then access, modify, reuse and combine the67

components of others (see below and Figure 1). Whilst zoon’s modular nature is similar to other SDM R68

packages such as BioMod2 (Thuiller et al. 2009) and sdm (Naimi & Araújo 2016), zoon instead pulls each69

module from an open repository that any SDM user can contribute to, and makes it easy for non-developers70

to contribute modules. zoon’s focus on reproducible and modifiable workflows is inspired by repositories71

such as the Cardiac Web Lab (Cooper et al. 2016) and workflow systems such as Taverna (Wolstencroft et72

al. 2013) and the BIOVEL system (De Giovanni et al. 2015, 2016), but embeds an SDM-specific workflow73

system within R, making it much more accessible to the SDM community.74

This paper introduces version 0.6 of the zoon R package. We describe the modular structure of zoon workflows75

and how they can be constructed, shared, reproduced and modified. We then illustrate how these concepts76

enable better SDM research by reproducing a published SDM analysis; converting a recently proposed method77

into a zoon module; and performing a reproducible methodological comparison.78

Building a workflow79

zoon encodes SDM analyses as a simple workflow of five key steps: obtaining occurrence data; obtaining80

covariate data; applying some processes to these data; fitting one or more models; and generating any outputs81

(Figure 1A). Each of these steps is encoded as one or more software modules (snippets of R code) to complete82

one of these tasks. zoon modules can use methods from any R package, providing a common interface between83
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the many SDM packages already available. Users combine these modules via a call to the workflow function,84

which executes each module in turn, before returning a zoonWorkflow object - a shareable, extensible and85

fully reproducible documentation of the SDM analysis. Figure 1B illustrates how data and outputs are passed86

between modules of the five different types in a a zoon workflow.87
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Figure 1: The modular SDM structure encoded by a zoon workflow. A) Description of the five module
types. B) Flow diagram illustrating how objects are passed between different module types: ‘data frame’ - an
dataframe of occurrence records; ‘raster’ - a RasterStack object of the covariates; ‘model’ - a ZoonModel
object, generating standardised predictions from a given model. C) The flow diagram implied by chaining
two ‘process’ modules. D) The flow diagram implied by listing three ‘model’ modules. Full details of module
inputs and outputs, and the effects of listing and chaining each module type are given in the zoon vignette
‘Building a module’.
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The following code uses workflow to run simple a presence-background SDM for a mosquito species in the88

UK, fitting a MaxEnt model with default settings and 500 randomly placed background points.89

mosquito1 <- workflow(occurrence = UKAnophelesPlumbeus,90

covariate = UKBioclim,91

process = Background(n = 500),92

model = MaxEnt,93

output = InteractiveMap)94

Chains, Lists and Replicates95

Many SDM analyses apply more than one method in one of the five SDM steps, for example to combine96

multiple covariates and processing steps, to compare various models on the same dataset, or to run the same97

procedure for several species. zoon enables these more complex workflows by enabling users to pass multiple98

modules of each type via the list, Chain and Replicate functions.99

Chain100

Chain runs multiple modules of the same type sequentially, as illustrated in Figure 1C. For example, in a101

presence-only analysis a chain of two process modules could be used to generate background data and then102

to standardise the covariate rasters using the presence/background dataset. Chains can also be applied to103

occurrence or covariate modules, to combine multiple datasets (e.g. occurrences from different databases)104

into one. Chaining output modules simply runs each module separately, allowing the user to create multiple105

maps and summary figures, calculate performance metrics and create other model outputs in one workflow.106

Model modules are the only module type that may not be chained, since their outputs and inputs are always107

different.108

list109

list splits a workflow, with each path using a different one of the listed modules, as illustrated in Figure110

1D. For example listing multiple model modules would take the same occurrence and covariate data and fit111

three separate models, applying the same output modules to each model separately. Lists can also be used to112

run the same SDM procedure for multiple species, or for multiple sets of covariates, or to compare different113

process modules. Listing output modules causes each module to be applied separately.114
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Replicate115

Some steps in SDM analyses are stochastic and need to be run multiple times; Replicate enables this by116

generating a list with one module repeated a given number of times. Replicate could be used to run the117

same workflow for hundreds of simulated occurrence or covariate datasets, to generate multiple bootstraps for118

modelling, or to fit models with stochastic elements.119

120

The following workflow uses a chain to standardise the covariate rasters as well as generating background121

records, and uses a list to fit three different models: MaxEnt, Boosted Regression Trees (also known as122

Generalized Boosted Regression Models; GBM) and RandomForest. The results of the three models are then123

returned in three Shiny apps (created by the Appify module) allowing the user to interactively explore the124

occurrence and covariate data, model summaries and prediction maps.125

mosquito2 <- workflow(occurrence = UKAnophelesPlumbeus,126

covariate = UKBioclim,127

process = Chain(Background(n = 500),128

StandardiseCov),129

model = list(MaxEnt,130

GBM,131

RandomForest),132

output = Appify)133

Cross-validation and external validation134

workflow handles cross-validation and external validation internally, storing this information in the datframe135

of occurrence records. Occurrence or process modules can be used to assign records to one or more cross-136

validation folds (positive integers indicating different hold-out groups) or to an external validation dataset137

(indicated by a zero). At the model stage, workflow fits a separate model for each cross-validation fold then138

makes and stores predictions for the hold-out datapoints, as well as fitting a model using the whole dataset.139

In all model fitting, records flagged for external validation are omitted. These cross-validation predictions140

can then be subsequently analysed by output modules to estimate out-of sample predictive performance.141

Predictions can be also be made from the full model to an external validation dataset and evaluated.142
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Sharing workflows143

The zoonWorkflow object returned by workflow contains all of the data, code and results used in each stage144

of the analysis. The object is therefore a self-contained representation of an entire analysis which can be145

saved as a binary RData object, archived, shared with colleagues or uploaded to the web. Anyone else may146

then load the object into their R session, load the zoon R package, and investigate the analysis.147

Workflow objects could therefore be provided as supplementary information to journal articles, or hosted online148

to meet journal requirements for public archiving of data and software. zoon provides the ZoonFigshare149

function to facilitate sharing a completed workflow object from within R, via the free web platform figshare.150

ZoonFigshare takes a workflow object and some minimal metadata and uploads the workflow as an RData151

object, along with a metadata text file, to the user’s figshare profile for others to download, inspect and152

modify.153

Exploring workflows154

zoonWorkflow objects are simply R lists containing the outputs from each module in the workflow, as well as155

the modules used, their versions and arguments and information about the R session in which the workflow156

was run.157

The overall structure of a zoonWorkflow object can be inspected and visualised using the provided print158

and plot methods. The outputs and intermediate steps of the analysis can be extracted directly from the159

zoonWorkflow object, or by using the utility functions Occurrence, Covariate, Process, Model and Output160

to extract the outputs of each analytical stage. These functions return either the single R object outputted161

by each module, or list of objects when a list of modules was used in the workflow.162

Reproducing and extending workflows163

Given a zoonWorkflow object, the analysis can be repeated in its entirety using the zoon function164

RerunWorkflow. This function can therefore be used to rapidly update an analysis whenever the underlying165

occurrence or covariate data (from an online repository for example) are updated. Used in this way the166

function is equivalent to copying the authors original source code. RerunWorkflow can also run from a167

specific stage of the workflow, for example using the previously downloaded data stored in the object but168

re-running an output module to recreate a plot.169

Workflows can similarly be modified and re-run by replacing or adding modules in one or more of the five170
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analytical steps using the function ChangeWorkflow. ChangeWorkflow only re-runs the changed modules and171

those downstream; the stored outputs of earlier modules are re-used rather than re-running them.172

This functionality therefore enables researchers to explore and alter existing workflows, such as from a173

published analysis, without having to re-run computationally expensive models or re-download datasets that174

may have changed in the interim. See Example 2 below for a demonstration of this functionality.175

Exploring available modules176

zoon modules are not distributed with the zoon R package, but are instead downloaded on-the-fly from the177

online module repository. New modules uploaded to the repository therefore become instantly available to178

zoon users, without having to update the R package. zoon can query the currently available modules of each179

type via the function GetModuleList.180

All zoon modules on the repository are accompanied by documentation and metadata, similarly to R’s181

helpfiles. The documentation for any module on the repository can be accessed from R using the function182

ModuleHelp. zoon also provides a function ZoonCitation to provide citation information, similarly to the183

citation function provided with R for citing R packages.184

The only pre-requisite for uploading a module to the online repository is that it passes a series of automated185

unit and integration tests to ensure interoperability with other modules. Similarly to the CRAN archive of R186

packages, zoon leaves the SDM community to determine which methods and software should be used, rather187

than acting as a gatekeeper of SDM methods.188

A web service for interactive exploration of available modules and their documentation is currently being189

developed. This platform may include systems by which users can rate different modules, making it easier190

for the community to promote the best modules, flag methodological issues, and collaborate on module191

development.192

Example Applications193

Next we demonstrate how zoon can be used in practice for running SDMs, creating and sharing new modules,194

and performing a methods comparison. The workflow objects created by these analyses can be accessed195

at figshare.com/articles/zoon_applications_paper_workflows/4597792. We encourage readers to196

download, interrogate and alter these workflows for themselves.197
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Example 1. Modelling the potential distribution of nine-banded armadillo198

Feng & Papeş (2015) constructed a MaxEnt species distribution model for nine-banded armadillo using199

presence-only data on the species’ current distribution, and the bioclim (Hijmans et al. 2005) set of200

environmental correlates. This model was then used to predict areas in the Americas which may be suitable201

for the species to become established.202

Such a model can be quickly and easily re-constructed as a zoon workflow using modules available in the zoon203

module repository. Feng & Papeş (2015) used a combination of occurrence data from GBIF, and additional204

occurrence data manually collected from the published literature. Unfortunately the latter data have not205

been made publically available, so here we use only data from GBIF. If the additional data had been made206

available it would be straightforward to incorporate them, for example using the LocalOccurrenceData207

module.208

FengPapes <-209

workflow(occurrence = SpOcc('Dasypus novemcinctus',210

extent = c(-130, -20, -60, 60)),211

covariate = Bioclim(extent = c(-130, -20, -60, 60),212

layers = c(1:4, 6, 9, 10, 12, 15)),213

process = Chain(Clean,214

MESSMask,215

Background(n = 10000,216

bias = 200),217

Crossvalidate(k = 5)),218

model = MaxEnt,219

output = PrintMap(points = FALSE,220

threshold = 0.05,221

thresholdmethod = 'falsenegative',222

xlim = c(-130, -70),223

ylim = c(20, 50)))224

This workflow plots a static map of the predicted distribution. This map is shown in Figure 2A and225

corresponds to Figure 3 in Feng & Papeş (2015). The resulting workflow contains all the code required to226

re-run the workflow, the input data and the results of executing each module. The object FengPapes could227

therefore be saved as a binary file and shared as a reproducible representation of this research.228
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Next, we update the workflow to produce an interactive map enabling anyone to inspect the data and229

predictions on a zoomable map, and to inspect the response curves of the fitted model. These outputs are230

shown in Figure 2, panels B and C. Various other output modules could be used here, e.g. to validate models,231

project distributions to new regions, or save prediction maps in a variety of formats.232

FengPapesUpdate <-233

ChangeWorkflow(workflow = FengPapes,234

output = Chain(ResponseCurve(cov = 1),235

InteractiveMap))236
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Example 2. Building a spatial thinning module237

Aiello-Lammens et al. (2015) proposed an approach for dealing with spatial sampling bias in presence-only238

data by ‘thinning’ the presence data, and provide an R package spThin to implement their procedure239

(Aiello-Lammens et al. 2014). We can incorporate this approach in a workflow, by defining a simple process240

module that adapts the zoon data into the spThin format, uses this package to apply the algorithm, and241

converts data back into zoon’s expected format again:242

spThin <- function (.data, thin = 50) {243

244

# check these are presence-background data245

stopifnot(all(.data$df$type %in% c('presence', 'background')))246

247

# install & load the package248

zoon::GetPackage('spThin')249

250

# get dataframe & index to presence data251

df <- na.omit(.data$df)252

pres_idx <- which(df$type == 'presence')253

254

# prepare presence data subset and apply thinning255

sub_df <- data.frame(LAT = df$latitude[pres_idx],256

LONG = df$longitude[pres_idx],257

SPEC = NA)258

th <- thin(loc.data = sub_df,259

thin.par = thin,260

reps = 1,261

locs.thinned.list.return = TRUE,262

write.files = FALSE,263

write.log.file = FALSE)264

265

# get index to rows in sub_df, update the full dataset and return266

pres_keep_idx <- as.numeric(rownames(th[[1]]))267

.data$df <- rbind(df[pres_idx,][pres_keep_idx, ],268
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df[-pres_idx, ])269

return (.data)270

}271

To convert this code into a zoon module, we need to write it to a standalone file (named spThin.R) with the272

metadata required to build the module documentation. The zoon function BuildModule helps with this step,273

and can also run checks to make sure we got everything right:274

BuildModule(object = spThin,275

type = 'process',276

title = 'Spatial thinning of Presence-only Data',277

description = paste('Apply the stochastic spatial thinning',278

'algorithm implemented in the spThin',279

'package to presence data in a',280

'presence-background dataset'),281

details = paste('Full details of the algorithm are available in',282

'the open-access article by Aiello-Lammens',283

'et al. (2015): dx.doi.org/10.1111/ecog.01132'),284

author = 'zoon Developers',285

email = 'zoonproject@gmail.com',286

paras = list(thin = paste('Thinning parameter - the required',287

'minimum distance (in kilometres) between points',288

'after applying the thinning procedure')),289

dataType = 'presence-only',290

check = TRUE)291

This module can now be shared so that others can use it in their zoon workflows. Modules can be uploaded292

to the zoon modules repository via the online submission system at [URL TBD]. The zoon package vignette293

Building modules provides full details and examples of how to build modules of each type.294

Example 3. Unpacking MaxEnt295

The popular MaxEnt SDM model has recently been shown to be equivalent to a Poisson point process model296

(Renner & Warton 2013), and to be closely approximated by a logistic regression model with weights applied297

to background datapoints (Warton & Shepherd 2010; Fithian & Hastie 2013; Renner et al. 2015). Given298
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this close correspondence between MaxEnt and logistic regression, Renner & Warton (2013) and others have299

suggested that MaxEnt’s superior predictive performance (Elith et al. 2006) is most likely due to the array of300

features (candidate covariate transformations) it constructs and its use of regularisation to prevent overfitting.301

zoon enables us to investigate this hypothesis by easily comparing MaxEnt models fitted with and without302

regularisation and feature construction. We fit MaxEnt with both the widely used java implementation303

(omitting threshold features) as well as the downweighted logistic regression approximation provided in the304

maxnet R package (Phillips 2016). We also compare these models with a standard logistic regression model305

which does not apply the downweighting step. The following workflow fits these models to a previously306

published presence-background data on the Carolina wren in the USA (Royle et al. 2012), maps their307

predictions (Figure 3) and evaluates the predictive performance of each model against the full presence-308

absence dataset by AUC. Note that setting the regularisation constant in the maxnet package to zero caused309

numerical errors, so we use a small value instead.310

MaxEntComparison <- workflow(311

occurrence = CarolinaWrenPO,312

covariate = CarolinaWrenRasters,313

process = Chain(SubsampleOccurrence(500),314

Background(n = 10000),315

CarolinaWrenValidation),316

model = list(MaxEnt(args = 'threshold=false'),317

MaxNet,318

MaxNet(regmult = 0.005),319

MaxNet(features = 'l'),320

MaxNet(regmult = 0.005, features = 'l'),321

LogisticRegression),322

output = Chain(PrintMap(points = FALSE),323

PerformanceMeasures))324
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Figure 3: Prediction of the distribution of the Carolina wren from 6 different models, produced by the
workflow ‘MaxEntComparison’. A) MaxEnt without threshold features. B) MaxNet with default settings.
C) MaxNet without regularisation. D) MaxNet with regularisation but only linear features. E) MaxNet
without regularisation and only linear features. F) Logistic regression. MaxNet with full features but no
regularisation (C) gave the most local complexity, indicative of overfitting to the data. The models with only
linear features (D-F) had a broader distribution, indicative of underfitting. Differences between MaxNet with
linear features and no regularisation (E) and logistic regression (F) are due to the downweighting applied to
background data in the former.

The AUC statistics calculated against the presence-absence data were: MaxEnt 0.9622; MaxNet 0.966; MaxNet325

(no regularization) 0.9568; MaxNet (linear features) 0.9372; MaxNet (linear features and no regularization)326

0.9375; Logistic regression 0.9389. As expected, MaxEnt and MaxNet (the logistic regression approximation)327

generated similar predictions and had similar predictive performance. Likewise, once the regularisation and328

features of MaxNet were switched off, both the predictions and performance were very similar to logistic329

regression.330

Readers interested in a more comprehensive comparison, or in exploring the response curves, can easily331

reproduce and modify the analysis either by editing and re-running the above code block or by downloading332
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the workflow object and using the ChangeWorkflow function.333

Future developments334

Reproducibility and open science are gaining significant attention (Borregaard & Hart 2016), and journals,335

funders and governments are increasingly making them a requirement (Obama 2013; European Commission336

2016; McNutt 2016). Researchers must therefore find ways of at least disseminating code and data, if not337

making them usable. Despite numerous platforms for archiving and sharing code and data, users still face a338

challenge locating and using resources across different platforms. Increasing the usability of code and data is339

therefore the real challenge of open and reproducible science.340

The size and fractured nature of the SDM research community therefore warrants a discipline-specific open341

research platform such as zoon to resolve these problems. By providing a common interface for SDM and342

the capacity to create and share methodological experiments zoon offers a new opportunity for the SDM343

community to develop community modelling benchmarks, and resolve scientific and methodological questions344

in ways that the current culture of publishing cannot achieve.345

zoon also has the potential to improve methodological standards in SDM, a research area in which there is346

widespread misunderstanding and misuse of techniques (Yackulic et al. 2013). SDM methodologists could347

encode model validation procedures and best-practice guidance as zoon output modules, enabling end users348

to rapidly ensure their modelling procedures are fit for purpose (Guillera-Arroita et al. 2015).349

zoon was both conceived and developed based on input from users. Continuing and expanding user engagement350

will be vital to forming a critical mass of ecologists creating and using zoon modules in their research. To351

assist users a number of tutorials on using zoon and developing modules are provided on the zoonproject352

GitHub repository and as vignettes distributed with zoon. We intend to supplement these with a gallery353

of research examples and a forum where the community can discuss and evaluate best SDM practice in a354

reproducible way.355

Supporting Information356

Version 0.6 of the zoon R package is archived at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.240926. The code required357

to reproduce this manuscript can be downloaded at https://github.com/zoonproject/zoon_app_paper (to be358

replaced with zenodo archive link after proofing stage).359
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